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DATA M A N AGE MEN T

The role of medical devices in the data management
processes of the modern clinical laboratory
By Shawn Hall, MS

A

s the modern clinical laboratory becomes more connected, it
becomes increasingly difficult
to efficiently exchange and manage
data. This is especially true with regard to interoperability, where data
is exchanged among several clinical
systems.1 Yet diagnostic laboratories
have become such an integral part
of the connected healthcare paradigm that methods for expanding
their scalability, improving performance, and managing data are critical to achieving the core objectives
of meeting the needs of clinicians
and patients.
Laboratories have long stressed
efficiency, safety, and quality in the
management of diagnostic data;
however, the focus has primarily been on the analytical phase. 2
But the trends toward lab automation and increasing testing require
that laboratories constantly adapt
to ever-changing data management
requirements in all phases of the
testing process. This article addresses pre- and post-analytical data
management processes; discusses
challenges such as patient safety,
complex workflows, and reporting
responsibilities; and examines how
data management features of ana-

lytical medical devices can have a
positive impact in today’s connected clinical laboratory.

Quality data management

In recent years, the business of operating the diagnostic laboratory
has changed dramatically. The lab
is a connected production environment and a primary generator of
data, which requires the delivery of
increased efficiency driven through
LEAN workflows. At the same time,
the lab is expected to improve the
reporting of quality diagnostic information to the clinical staff at optimal
turnaround times.3 Today’s laboratory must effectively accommodate the
production, management, and transmission of diagnostic information.
To meet expectations, laboratories
have implemented laboratory information systems (LIS) as well as demanded analytical medical devices
with more powerful and sophisticated data management solutions.4,5
These medical devices can integrate
with the LIS to manage a majority of
the non-value added pre- and postanalytical data management processes, from the initial ordering of
tests to the reporting of test results
to the clinical staff. Data management processes found
in the pre- and postErrors in the Pre-analytical Phase (62%)
analytical phases can
Inappropriate test request
tremendously impact
Manual order entry error
the quality and efficiency of the diagPatient/specimen misidentification
nostic
laboratory.2
Sample collection
Integrated
medical
Inappropriate container
devices can help coErrors in the Analytical Phase (15%)
ordinate these processes, from managEquipment malfunction
ing test orders, to
Sample mix-up
monitoring samples,
Undetected failure in quality control
to validating final test
results.
Errors in the Post-analytical Phase (23%)
Manual transcription error
Erroneous validation of results
Delay in reporting results
Failure in reporting results
Table 1. Common causes of errors in the testing process6

A new class of
molecular medical
devices

Increasing awareness
of the role of medical
devices in improving

the management of diagnostic information, as well as their ability to optimize workflow and improve turnaround time, has resulted in increased
focus on more sophisticated medical
devices in molecular diagnostics.7 In
turn, this has led to trends in molecular medical devices such as random access testing, bi-directional interfacing
capabilities, and advance order and
results data management features associated with LIS integration.
Traditionally, random access and
bi-directional LIS interfaces are characteristic of analyzers in the core
laboratory (e.g., chemistry and hematology). However, with the trend
toward random access instead of
batch testing in molecular diagnostics, bi-directional LIS functionality
has found its way into the diagnostic lab.5,7 The relationship between
bi-directional interfaces and random
access testing presents several implications for diagnostic laboratories
in terms of detecting errors and improving pre- and post-analytical data
management processes.
Despite the data management
benefits of a connected medical
device, a key requirement is to accommodate standard messaging
protocols, such as HL7 and ASTM,
for interoperability in information
exchange. From an interoperability
perspective, medical devices that
support bi-directional interfaces
and standard messaging protocols
enable more effective information
flow with the LIS and other clinical
information systems.8
Considering all the above‐mentioned benefits and challenges, it is
evident that medical devices with
the most flexible and connectivitybased features are more suited to
play a greater role in meeting the
data management needs of the modern diagnostic laboratory.

Pre-analytical data management

The clinical laboratory is a relatively
high-risk environment with the possibility of error in several key areas of the
testing process. Errors are more signifi-
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cant in the pre-analytical phase (Table
1), which can significantly affect patient
safety and quality of care.2,6 Focusing
on the pre-analytical steps that are presented in the laboratory, errors can occur when test orders are programmed
into the instrument, in specimen identification, or in specimen receipt. Medical devices with bi-directional LIS interfaces can help laboratories optimize
workflow and reduce errors by managing some of these pre-analytical data
management steps.
A bi-directional instrument simplifies test order management and
automates test order entry, which
saves the laboratorian the time to
program test orders into the instrument and eliminates manual entry
errors. Particularly, instruments
with advance broadcast bi-directional capabilities provide process
controls that allow staff to load any
specimen and be assured that the
proper test information is available to process the specimen, which
eliminates the risk of order misinterpretation or incorrect container.
These capabilities are particularly
important in high-throughput laboratories facing staff shortages.9
In high-throughput laboratories,
medical devices with advance data
management features present significant process controls and workflow optimization to minimize the
potential for error in the total testing process. Consider an instrument
without bi-directional capability.
Following the transmission of the
clinician’s test order, the laboratory
requires that specimen transport,
preparation, and sample accessioning happen prior to the analytic
phase. All of these are manual steps
that are prone to error.
For example, if a specimen is not
properly accessioned, it could take
multiple hours until the ordering
clinician realizes the test result has
not been reported within the expected turnaround time, and before
the lab is even aware of having to
locate a misdirected specimen. If
or when the specimen is located,
it must be processed, likely as a
STAT result, given the delay before
realizing the sample has not yet
been run.
In contrast, with an instrument
that has advance data management
features such as bi-directional LIS,
an interfaced medical device would

have visibility to the queue of pending test orders from the LIS. In addition, considering an instrument
that has intelligent alert notification
features that the laboratory staff can
configure, if a specimen was not processed by the instrument within a
pre-set period of time, an alert could
be sent to the relevant supervisor
or laboratorian, proactively making him or her aware of the overdue
pending test order and allowing him
or her to take action before receiving
a call from the floor. These types of
advance capabilities can help reduce
errors such as lost specimen and delayed reporting of results, and can
help improve laboratory service levels and customer satisfaction.

Post-analytical data management

In the post-analytical phase, results are
released from the instrument to the
LIS. They are then released to the clinical staff based on the auto-verification
policy of the laboratory. At this phase,
errors in result reporting from the instrument are of concern. Some areas of
potential error include transcription of
results and result validation.10
Bi-directional medical devices with
advance data management features
can automate post-analytical steps to
eliminate reporting errors and improve
the turnaround time of results.8,10 These
medical devices can manage results
reporting by applying rules and logic
to either auto-validate results for autorelease to the LIS, or hold specific or
unusual results for review or rerun.
With auto-validation features, the laboratory staff is not required to review
every result, and the turnaround time
for non-infectious patients can be improved, both helping streamline bed
management and ED wait times and
allowing the clinical staff to focus on
patients who require intervention such
as therapy or isolation. Given this level
of process control, medical devices with
rules-based auto-validation features
can help to improve staff productivity,
since the manual review of result reports is consistently performed without
manual intervention, which in turn also
optimizes workflow.

Considering all aspects

As diagnostic laboratories look to finetune their approaches to optimize data
processing, staff productivity, and
workflow, they should consider all aspects of the testing process to improve
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quality, productivity, and patient safety. The data management capabilities
of medical devices and the benefits
they provide when integrated with the
LIS support laboratory productivity,
enhance patient outcomes by streamlining results reporting, and reduce the
risk of medical errors that may lead to
adverse events.7 Advanced data management solutions and the benefits
they can bring should be an increasingly important consideration in the
evaluation and assessment of laboratory equipment.
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